
Cubed Circle Newsletter 176 – Samoa Joe vs. Kenta Kobashi & 3 Weeks to Mania 31

In this week's newsletter we cover something a little different, as we look back at Samoa Joe vs. Kenta 
Kobashi nearly a decade ago, Ben Carass continues his coverage of WWE on the Road to 
WrestleMania 31 with a review of RAW, SmackDown, and an unrelated NXT. A fun issue as always. 

– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor

Samoa Joe vs. Kenta Kobashi – A Classic 10 Years On 
Ryan Clingman 

For me personally, there exists a set of matches for which the very act of analysis becomes daunting – 
matches that hold such gravitas that discussing in retrospect seems too momentous a task to bare. 
Significant anniversaries for two such matches of mine will occur in 2015, one being Jumbo Tsuruta 
versus Mitsuharu Misawa from June of 1990, and the other  Samoa Joe versus Kenta Kobashi from 
Ring of Honor in October 2005, which we will be looking at today. 

As a preface to our look back at the match itself, and perhaps more importantly, what it meant for the 
company, the legacy it holds, and to what degree it still stands as a legendary match, I believe it to be 
important to explain my personal ties to the bout. It was in 2008 that I began to follow Ring of Honor, 
reading reports, listening to fan opinions, and watching the occasional video on YouTube. However, at 
the time, technological restrictions proved a major barrier in the streaming and downloading of content 
in South Africa – bandwidth was expensive and speeds slow. Similarly, international shipping was, and 
still is, exceedingly expensive, delivery sluggish, and even more importantly, incredibly unreliable. As 
a new enthused fan of an exciting product and its rich history, at least for a six year-old promotion in 
2008, it was tremendously frustrating to not only be restricted to watching WWE content on a three-
week delay, but also possessing no reasonable means through which to access an alternative. During 
the multi-week estimated download time of ISO files, or a fourth attempt at tracking down .rar file part 
32 of 53 for a DVD rip, which was inevitably password protected anyway, something amazing emerged
on local internet shopping site kalahari.net (now kalahari.com) – ROH had, but a few months earlier, 
released its first set of commercially available DVDs: 'Best in the World', 'Bloodstained Honor', 
'Greatest Rivals', and 'Stars of Honor'. Regardless of the price inflation or estimated delivery time of 15
working days, I placed an order for 'Best in the World and 'Bloodstained Honor', spawning an 
agonizing, multiple week long wait. 
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Appearing in the mailbox subsequent to a wait sufficiently longer than 15 working days, was a small 
white paper slip, one I used to triumphantly claim my introduction to mid-2000s ROH from the post 
office. How this long and admittedly convoluted story relates to Samoa Joe versus Kenta Kobashi in 
New York , is that not only was it a major selling point of the 'Best in the World' DVD, but additionally 
served as my first true Ring of Honor experience, one that rapidly transformed my pro-wrestling 
viewing space not only in terms of ROH, but the broader indie and international landscape in general. 

To say that Kenta Kobashi and Samoa 
Joe were unfamiliar to me at the time 
would be a gross overstatement, as not 
only had I followed Joe for years on 
TNA television, but had additionally 
read and seen highlight videos of 
Kobashi, together with an occasional 
random match, on the internet. However,
as far as big matches wrestled in what 
was essentially the AJPW style of the 
1990s, this was as major an introduction 
as any. Upon my original viewing Joe 
and Kobashi had quite easily performed 
the best match I had ever seen, a 
sentiment that endured upon secondary, 
tertiary, and quaternary viewings, as I 
proceeded to play the match over for 
anyone with even a passing interest in 
pro-wrestling – and to some who didn't 
have as much as that. Most were 
unmoved, but it mattered not to me as a 
fan of the match, as I continued to 
revisit it every six months or so during 
the ensuing couple of years. However, 
the unfortunate reality that many of 
those reading this will know, is that as 
time marches on, free time grows 
scarcer and available content ever more 
abundant. This is of course a sad reality, 
because as a child or early teenager time
may have been plentiful, but in many 
cases media was not –  in the years that 
follow the inverse becomes true. And it 
is for this reason that, as of last week, a 

good four to five years had passed since my last encounter with ROH's 'Best in the World' DVD, given 
the vast sum of modern pro-wrestling available easily through a cheaper, faster, more stable internet in 
South Africa. 

Samoa Joe, however, announced but a couple of weeks ago that he would not be renewing his contract 
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with TNA, for monetary reasons presumably. What followed only a few days subsequent was another 
announcement from Joe, this time proclaiming that he would begin work for Ring of Honor in March, 
his first appearance for the company in close to five years, and perhaps his first full-time run with them 
in nearly six. This doesn't directly relate to the 'Best in the World' DVD or Kobashi/Joe, but even more 
so than AJ Styles in 2014, I predict Joe to reemerge as one of the world's best workers in 2015. And the 
best way reminder of exactly how great Joe was as a performer, and could very well be still be was to 
revisit one of his greatest career triumphs in the Kobashi match. 

With Joe/Kobashi placed firmly upon one of my highest mental pro-wrestling pedestals, there of course
existed a fear that it wouldn't live up to its memory,  as a match that was as much dependent on context 
as it was on content. After viewing days or weeks worth of wrestling in a similar style over the past few
years, would it truly hold up? Sitting through as easy a 23 minutes as any, the answer would seem to be
a resounding “yes”. 

In terms of structure and layout the bout wasn't quite as colossal as in my recollection, but much in the 
same way as how context defined my original viewing, the very context of the match itself defines the 
battle upon revisit. Where Kobashi and Joe moved slower than I had recalled, the crowd was all the 
more electric and Joe's ability to stand opposite one of the greatest wrestlers of all time more 
impressive than I had ever cared to take note of before. The match was also visible from another 
additional perspective subsequent to Steve Austin's podcast with Joe last year, where Joe recalled 
Kobashi's intent to work not like the All Japan legend and GHC Champion, but as the stereotypical 
Kinji Shibuya style Japanese heel, before Joe convinced him of his status amongst the Ring of Honor 
audience. With this fact in mind –  and of course this may very well be my own fabricated projection in
lieu of the Austin podcast – Kobashi seemed genuinely moved by a not only positive, but red hot 
reaction pre-and-post-match reaction.

Despite the existence of these positives, there nevertheless remained several disappointments 
throughout this revisit, not as a consequence of the match itself, but rather of my idealized mental 
representation of it. A prime example is my recollection of a greater, more dramatic, and match 
defining “please don't tap” submission spot during the matches later half – this spot was obviously 
present, but, as I discovered, greatly embellished by memory. Likewise, what I recalled to be a feverish 
exchange on the floor was, within the grand scheme of the match, nothing more than a brief side note. 
Additionally, the New York crowd wasn't quite as respectful as I had once believed, as there were 
occasional “I can't see s**t” chants, and verbal gestures of that ilk, although they subtracted little, if 
anything, from the match itself. 

Of course what many people remember most about the Joe/Kobashi match is its closing sequence, 
which, in comparison to Tanahashi/Suzuki, Misawa/Kawada, Shibata/Ishii, Han/Tamura, 
Taker/Michaels II and so on, still stands as one of the most spectacular exchanges in all of professional 
wrestling – Joe slapping Kobashi repeatedly seemingly as hard as possible, before succumbing to a 
series of neck chops and a lariat. 

A single closing sequence does not a great match make, but couple that with interplay between Kobashi
at his NOAH peak and Joe at his Ring of Honor one, together with a supremely knowledgeable and 
mostly respectful crowd, and it was most certainly a classic. But more than that, like so much of pro-
wrestling history, it has not only a value as a hallmark for a very distinct period for ROH, indie 
wrestling and the business as a whole, but also for me personally as a fan of professional wrestling.       
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I have seen a rare few better matches since, but when accounting for all factors, including the 
intangible ones that made Joe/Kobashi so special, nudging it out of my top ten becomes an exceedingly
difficult feat. 

Raw Ramblings – March 2nd 2015
Prudential Centre: Newark, NJ.
Ben Carass. 

I watched this week’s show after the ROH 13th Anniversary PPV and in the 20 minutes or so that I had 
to spare before Raw started I was dreading having to sit through 3 hours of unbearable WWE nonsense.
I was even considering just giving up on the show altogether and watching in the morning with my 
finger on the fast-forward button. Nevertheless I sat down in front of the TV, not expecting anything 
other than the usual tripe, and I was honestly pleasantly surprised at what I saw. That’s right, 
shockingly, after months of horrendously booked, worthless TV, WWE finally turned in a half-decent 
episode of Raw. I can’t even remember the last time I said this, but a distinct lack of filler prevented the
show from dragging and being torturous to get through. Now let’s not get carried away, the show 
wasn’t an all-time classic or anything and there were a handful of the usual booking flaws that are 
inescapable in WWE TV land. However, lazy finishes and emasculation of the top babyface aside, 
some solid angles in front of a hot North East crowd made the WrestleMania direction feel more 
focused than at any other point this year, which, to be honest, you would expect just 4 weeks out from 
the biggest show of the year. 

It was an angle-heavy show, and as a result none of the matches were given much time; apart from the 
Seth Rollins vs. Roman Reigns main event which did nothing to help Reigns look like a guy who is 
ready to wrestle long singles matches. Rollins opened the show with a promo on Jon Stewart and they
showed the angle from The Daily Show. Seth said this wasn’t a Jerry Lawler/Andy Kaufman deal 
and claimed he could do Stewart’s job better than him. Roman Reigns came out, playing the smiling 
babyface which he is incapable of pulling off, and delivered his lines in a typically wooden manner. 
They blathered about Seth cashing in the briefcase then Reigns punched Rollins and took out J&J 
Security. Backstage, Randy Orton told Rollins to go ask the Authority for a match with Reigns; they
didn’t bother shooting a pre-tape and Cole just announced the match as the main event. So, at the top of
the third hour, Rollins hosted a mock Daily Show segment in the ring. Jon Stewart showed up and 
was so clearly in a different league to EVERYONE in the company at delivering lines in front of a live 
crowd it wasn’t even funny. Stewart made some jokes about Rollins then told him he would never 
have the respect that he had and pointed out that Rollins wasn’t in the main event of WrestleMania. 
Seth got hot and put his hands on Stewart, but Randy Orton’s music hit and Rollins was distracted, 
allowing Stewart to land a low-blow and escape. It was the best use of a celebrity in years. Backstage, 
Orton told Rollins he was trying to stop him from committing career suicide; Big Show & Kane 
appeared and told Rollins they all had his back in the main event, however Jamie Noble said they 
didn’t need “everybody” and Orton walked out. Match went 15:30 and wasn’t particularly very good. 
Rollins pinned Reigns with a roll-up after Orton grabbed Reigns’ foot from the floor. Even the chosen
one has to do jobs on TV before winning the title. They did a great job with the post-match angle, 
however as Reigns did a plancha onto all the heels, while Orton looked on from the stage. Reigns 
speared Big Show & Kane then did the same to Rollins as he dove off the top rope. Reigns got a 
decent reaction, as short explosive bursts from big guys almost always work, but his promo earlier and 
the match itself made it painfully clear that he is just not ready to be the top babyface. I’m still not high
on the slow burn of Orton turning on Rollins; he had his skull crushed against the steps, so it makes 
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zero sense for Orton pretending to be all buddy-buddy with him. 

Since Vince McMahon and the creative clowns can’t get Reigns over to save their lives, Paul 
Heyman tried his best with a promo that once again put everybody on the roster to shame. He put over 
Reigns as a bad-ass Samoan and said all the legends he mentioned last week all believed that Reigns 
could beat Lesnar at WrestleMania. Heyman said it was going to go down one of two ways at Mania: 
One, Lesnar destroys Reigns like he did Cena or Two, “Brock Lesnar simply Ronda Rouseys your 
ass.” Paul’s mic cut out a couple of times, however he was a true pro and didn’t panic at all and even 
used it to get some heat, which all the guys in the back should have been taking notes on. Heyman is 
normally cool and calm during his promos, but he was all worked up here which made the whole thing 
even better. 

Because Rusev refused to give him a rematch and he doesn’t care enough to do anything about it, John
Cena tried to enter himself into the Andre Battle Royal, which I’m sure he tried last year too. 
Stephanie McMahon showed up and was a total babyface to the New Jersey crowd. She did her “My 
Giant” shtick and showed a picture of her with Andre and said Cena would not disrespect the memory 
of her, “friend.” Steph completely buried Cena and told him WrestleMania would go on even without 
him; the fans popped big for the idea of Cena not being on Mania and chanted, “Yes!” She also said it’s
not where would WWE be without John Cena, it’s where would John Cena be without the WWE. 
Again, the brainwashed WWE fans cheered for WWE’s Orwellian idea about the perception of itself 
and its so-called, “superstars.” FREEDOM IS SLAVERY. IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH. Curtis Axel 
came out and did his AxelMania gimmick then said he would beat Cena at WrestleMania; the fans 
loved him here too. Steph booked them in a match and told Cena he would have to make Rusev 
change his mind if he wanted a match at Mania. Cena squashed Axel in 2:00. Rusev showed up with 
Lana. He said his answer was, “No” and the Russian flag dropped behind Cena in the ring. Rusev was
good at playing the crowd and even got some of them to want him to accept the match, however I have 
no clue why WWE feels the need to heap mounds of earth on top of absolutely everybody. Even John 
Cena isn’t safe from being castrated by Stephanie. It was a weird segment. 
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Triple H cut another, “I’m WWE for life” promo on Sting. Just before this segment, Booker T said on 
commentary that every time Sting tried to come to the WWE he faced a “locked door” and speculated 
that HHH had something to do with it. Trips called Booker into the ring and said Book knew about as 
much as the kids on the internet. Sick burn, bro. Book put over Sting, saying that Flair, Hogan, the 
NWO and Eric Bischoff couldn’t control him. HHH thanked Book for his opinion then “fired” him; I 
was ecstatic, thinking that we wouldn’t have to hear Booker on commentary anymore, but alas it was a 
swerve. Book headed to the back but HHH told him he was only joking then finished his, “I will kill 
the last vestige of WCW” promo.  

Bray Wyatt cut another promo on the Undertaker on the stage. It was more of the same, calling 
Taker out and telling him to come find him. There was a casket behind Wyatt, presumably the same 
one he was building during one of those pre-tapes, and after his promo he set it on fire. Cool visual, but
without the streak this match feels so irreverent. 

There was more goofiness with the IC title. Opener saw Dean Ambrose beat Bad News Barrett in a 
non-title match in 9:20. Truth was on commentary again and stole the belt like on SmackDown, only 
this time Luke Harper came out and walked off with the belt. This distracted Barrett and Ambrose 
won with his DDT. Much later, during the third hour, Daniel Bryan tapped-out Harper in 6:19. 
Barrett appeared and tried to take back his worthless belt, but Ambrose attacked him and took the 
belt. Harper gave Ambrose a big boot and he picked up the belt then Truth showed up and took the 
belt, but handed back over to Harper when threatened with an ass-kicking, which he got anyway. 
Harper walked to the back with the strap, but Dolph Ziggler came out and superkicked him then 
climbed a ladder on the stage and posed with the belt. Daniel Bryan was stood on the announce table 
the whole time; he chanted, “Yes” and stared down Ziggler. It was an action packed angle and the 
visual of Bryan and Ziggler staring each other down was cool, however if the WWE thinks putting 
Bryan in the IC title match is a consolation prize then they are stupider than I thought. It’s also a little 
silly that all these men are trying to steal a worthless geek title that means nothing, instead of just 
challenging Barrett and declaring they want to be in the ladder match.

Filler: Miz gathered the entire mid-card in the back to watch his commercial they were shooting on 
SmackDown. Mizdow told him it was a bad idea, but Miz ignored him and everybody saw a 
commercial for erectile dysfunction and a little blue pill called, “Niagara”. The mid-carders died with 
laughter and Summer Rae, in a moment of genius, took a sneaky look down at Miz’s crotch area. Miz 
was furious and slapped Mizdow, who teased firing back, but instead he apologised to Miz. It may 
sound like typical unfunny WWE humour, but it was actually more amusing than you would have 
thought and they are doing a better job at telling the Mizdow turning on Miz story than they are with 
any of the main event programs. The Usos & Naomi beat Tyson Kidd, Cesaro & Natalya in 2:55: 
Kidd tagged Nattie in when she was “hurt” and Naomi pinned her. Nattie yelled at Kidd and cried, so 
clearly Creative has no idea what they are doing with these two. Sheamus vignette. Paige beat Nikki 
Bella by DQ in a Diva’s title match when Brie interfered. AJ Lee returned and got the biggest pop of 
the night and she helped Paige fight off the Bellas. Renee interviewed AJ & Paige later and AJ said 
she was back to “Give Divas a chance”.

I appreciated the effort they put into shooting a bunch of angles for WrestleMania and I thought most of
them were effective for what they were trying to achieve. At least they have a direction now and are not
just aimlessly killing time. With only 42 minutes of actual wrestling (far less if you take time away for 
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commercial breaks) and no air-time wasted on guys like Fandango and Adam Rose or the obligatory 
Big Show/Kane vs. Ryback/Rowan match, Raw was definitely more watchable and streamlined this 
week. Well, as streamlined as a 3 hour TV show can be.

RAW Ratings for March 2nd 2015 
Ryan Clingman 

As one of the final editions of RAW on the Road to WrestleMania 31 with the aid of a 'Daily Show' tie-
in, the March 2nd edition of Monday Night RAW drew a non-surprising, albeit disappointing rating – 
2.82 with a weighted average of 3.82 million viewers across three hours. The first hour drew 3.545 
million viewers (1.1 rating and 1.393 million viewers in the 18-49 demo), the second 4.066 million 
(1.31 rating and 1.663 million viewers in the 18-49 demo), and the third and final hour 3.864 million 
with a nine minute overrun (1.33 rating and 1.685 million viewers in the 18-49 demo). Whilst the show
may have closed on a mediocre point in terms of overall viewership, the show looks as though it was at
least captivating enough to build to an 18-49 third hour climax. Assuming that Jon Stewart continues to
appear on RAW over the next few weeks, it will be interesting to evaluate, based on viewership, how 
much a celebrity of that sort really means in 2015. Of course, without segment-by-segment ratings we 
can only truly make hand-wavy and highly speculative arguments, but that has been the case for a 
couple of years now. Poor ratings, whilst important, aren't a key barometer for the prediction of 
WrestleMania success, as the Cena/Rock Mania and others that ended up performing very well in other 
metrics, didn't draw terribly high ratings. Then again, these are bellow average numbers, which may 
cause some worry should they follow through into the final weeks worth of build. 

As always, thanks to @STD_85 on Twitter for the 18-49 ratings data!

WWE NXT – March 4th 2015
Full Sail University: Winter Park, FL. 
Ben Carass

A video package establishing the Kevin Owens/Finn Balor championship program opened the show 
and they showed Owens attacking Alex Riley last week. Riley was in William Regal’s office and he 
asked for a match against Owens. Regal told him he was a commentator now and reminded him of 
what happened when he faced Cesaro a couple of years ago. Riley said he was still in his prime and 
Regal replied that he could have the match with Owens but said Riley would have to choose between 
being a fulltime commentator or in-ring competitor. – I’m already not looking forward to this match 
and Riley wasn’t a very believable fighting babyface here. At least it will be a one-and-done deal for 
Owens to beat a “name”.

Adam Rose vs. Tyler Breeze. – Breeze over in 2:30. Basic affair. Rose played babyface; he can only 
dream of being as over on the main roster as he is in NXT. They did a couple of simple spots and 
Breeze won with the beauty shot. Breeze chased the Rosebuds with his selfie stick afterwards. – A 
complete nothing match, but the NXT fans love “their” guys so much that they ate it up, which 
highlights the problem of certain gimmicks, like Adam Rose, not translating well to the man roster. 
Well, that and the horrible booking awaiting new arrivals from the creative dunderheads. 

Enzo Amore, Big Cass and Carmella were in the back. They cut a promo on Blake & Murphy, who last 
week hit on Carmella, and the Yankee’s didn’t take kindly to them propositioning their woman. 
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Carmella called Blake & Murphy “pigs” then Enzo & Cass said they would “bring home the bacon” 
and beat them for the tag titles. 

Backstage, Alexa Bliss was interviewed by the anonymous reporter. She talked about having some time
off for a nose injury, which nobody ever bothered to mention before, then said she would be watching 
the women’s title match later. Bliss said she gunning for whoever won and closed by saying that 
somebody needed to show Sasha Banks who was really in charge.

Non-Title Match: Blake & Murphy (NXT Tag Team Champions) vs. Shoot Nation (Angelo 
Dawkins & Sawyer Fulton.) – Blake & Murphy via pinfall at 2:28. Shoot Nation guys are doing an 
amateur gimmick and Fulton wore the headgear. They tried to cram a traditional tag match into 2 
minutes, with Fulton selling for the heat and Dawkins making the comeback, so it felt very rushed and 
inconsequential. Blake & Murphy used their suplex/frog splash combo for the finish. 

Bayley wished Charlotte good luck in the locker room then Emma showed up and made fun of her for 
wanting to watch the championship match which she failed to qualify for. Emma said she went up to 
Raw and acted all nice and it got her nowhere then told Bayley to think about it. They aired a hype 
video of Rhyno with lots of old clips and even some of his promos from ECW circa 2000.

Baron Corbin vs. Tony Briggs. – Squash for Corbin in 1:05 . Kevin Owens showed up at the 
announce table and starred down Riley. Corbin won with his flatliner. Albert tried to stop Riley from 
doing anything but Owens poured a bottle of water over him and Albert had to hold Riley back. Fans 
unbelievably chanted, “Riley”; Owens just turned his back and slowly walked away looking sad that he
didn’t get what he wanted.

A promo from Sami Zayn aired. He was in Montreal and talked about the landscape of NXT changing 
very quickly. Sami apologised to the fans for not being there live to celebrated his 13th anniversary in 
the business but explained that he didn’t have the confidence and needed to go back home to re-
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evaluate his situation. He said he had not watched the match with Owens back yet but when he finally 
did he might be able to figure out he would do to Owens when he returned to NXT.

CJ Parker was complaining to William Regal in the back. Alex Riley showed up, yelling so loud that he
was distorting all the mics, and told Regal he quit as a commentator and wanted Owens. Regal said 
Riley would have to sign a “talent contract” (he should have just said he needed a wrestler’s licence) 
and would only get Owens when Regal decided he was ready. Parker chimed in and Riley challenged 
him to a match next week.

Solomon Crowe vs. Bull Dempsey. – Crowe over in 3:20. Bull took most of the match; Crowe got a 
body slam in. Finish saw Crowe avoid the diving headbutt and hit a goofy rebound splash off the ropes 
for the pin. – Geez, did they make Crowe look like just another geek here or what. Dempsey hasn’t 
been over since being slaughtered buy Baron Corbin and the fans didn’t buy him as the big badass he 
used to be. 

During the main event they hyped Owens vs. Balor for March 25th.

NXT Women’s Championship: Sasha Banks (C) vs. Charlotte. – Sasha retained in 10:55 (TV 
Time). Good match. Sasha teased a walkout early but Charlotte drove her into the apron then put her in 
the figure-four. Sasha was in control after the break, so we missed the heat spot. Sasha used La Mistica 
into her facelock but Charlotte countered with a backpack stunner for a hope spot. Sasha got some 
more heat and worked over the back and badmouthed Charlotte while applying a wacky lucha 
submission. Charlotte fought to the ropes to break the Banks-statement then made her comeback and 
got a near-fall with a spear. Fans chanted, “Better than Reigns” – Funny.  Charlotte did the figure-four 
around the ring post then went for Natural Selection off the top, but Sasha countered then got the pin 
with her feet on the ropes. – They didn’t come close to their TakeOver match, however this was still a 
solid TV main event and, as if I need to point this out, was better than any Divas match on the main 
roster since at least that Natalya/AJ match on Main Event. (***)

This show was pretty much a dud until the main event. They are telling the Owens/Riley story well, 
however I just cannot buy into Alex Riley: fighting babyface. Plus, hyping the Balor match and the 
promo from Zayn really made Owens feel like a top, monster heel that everyone wants a piece of. Rest 
of the show was a whole lot of nothing and Solomon Crowe’s debut match was handled terribly. Check 
out the main event if you have time for a good women’s match, if not then give this show a miss.

WWE SmackDown – March 5th 2015.
Verizon Centre: Washington, DC 
Ben Carass.

Here’s what you need to know about this week’s SmackDown: Bray Wyatt cut a promo with the urn 
and said he would bring it to Raw on Monday and a bunch of mid-carders are still squabbling over the 
IC title. That’s pretty much it. Oh, and they still haven’t figured it out yet and Roman Reigns cut 
another insipid promo. 

Like last week, the show was built around the IC title being passed around like Pitbull 2’s gimmick 
bag in the ECW locker-room in 1996. Dolph Ziggler came out with the belt to open the show and he 
teased that Daniel Bryan was going to come out and enter the ladder match. Bad News Barrett 
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showed up instead and demanded his strap back; Luke Harper attacked Ziggler from behind and 
Dean Ambrose ran down to make the save. While all 4 guys were brawling on the floor, painfully 
unfunny funny man, R-Truth snuck in and stole the title. Ziggler & Ambrose got the better of the 
brawl and watched Truth leave with the championship. Later, Truth tried to give the belt to Renee 
Young; that way he wouldn’t have to climb a ladder, because he’s scared of heights you see. He was 
also on commentary again for the main event, which was Ziggler & Ambrose vs. Harper & Barrett, 
and said he wanted to keep the belt because if he had it there would be no need to climb the ladder. – 
See the logic hole here? Anyway, Ziggler & Ambrose won in 6:20 (TV Time) when Ziggler pinned 
Harper with the Zig-zag. Post-match, Barrett laid out Ziggler and went after Truth to get the belt, 
however Ambrose attacked him and Truth tried to walk-out. Harper stopped him from leaving and 
Truth faked giving him the belt and kicked him instead. Daniel Bryan came out and Truth just 
handed over the belt and disappeared. Bryan chanted, “YES” but Stardust, yes Stardust, laid him out 
from behind and climbed a ladder on the stage to celebrate with the gold. – This whole thing is 
complete idiocy. It’s dumb enough that all these guys are fighting over a prop and never actually 
declare that they want to be the actual champion, but Truth’s goofy comedy shtick makes the whole 
thing come off like a total prelim program, which I suppose it is, really. Daniel Bryan running around 
with all the mid-card geeks is making him feel less of a star and having Stardust lay him out only took 
him down even further. Everyone looked like an idiot here.

As I noted earlier, Bray Wyatt cut another pre-tape on the Undertaker with the urn and told the 
Deadman to “Rise.”  

Roman Reigns was interviewed in the back by Byron Saxton. He said he knew he was going to get 
hurt at WrestleMania but would get back up and cut Lesnar in half with the spear to win the WWE 
title. There was more awful verbiage that Reigns failed to deliver with any kind of passion or 
believability. – This is not going to end well at all.   

Everything Else: Tyson Kidd & Cesaro w/Natalya beat Los Matadores w/El Torito in 2:48 of a 
nothing, non-title match. Finish saw Nattie pull Torito off the apron, which distracted one of the 
Matadors and Cesaro got the pin. Kidd & Nattie were all happy again, so the bipolar Creative goons 
still can’t figure out what to do with them. I say just turn Nattie full-blown heel and be done with it. 
Big Show & Kane argued with each other backstage and both entered the Andre Battle Royal. Kane 
then lost a DUD of a match to Ryback in 3:30. Just to make things even less smooth, Kane 
sandbagged Ryback a couple of times. Fine work, Glen. Kane grabbed the mic and booked Ryback in 
another match right away against Big Show, which Show won in 2:44 with the KO punch. So instead 
of waiting until Raw to do the 50/50 booking they just established parity right away and made Ryback 
look like a real chump. The Bellas cut a terrible in-ring promo about carrying the Diva’s division; they 
both try hard but cannot deliver believable lines to save their lives. They gave AJ vs. Brie 7:38 and 
shockingly, nobody cared at all. Finish saw Paige stop Nikki from interfering and AJ won with the 
Black Widow.  Match was fine, but by NXT women’s standards it wasn’t even in the same universe. 
It’s going to take more than just putting on longer matches with cold women in a sub-zero division to 
give the girls any sort of chance. New Day downed Miz & Mizdow in 3:29. Nobody cared, apart from 
shocked Undertaker Guy, who was in the front row and embarrassed himself even more than last year 
by dancing along with the New Day. Miz & Mizdow teased more tension; I suspect the split will 
happen at Mania. Rusev tapped-out Jack Swagger at 4:23 (TV Time) of a match I never need to see 
again. Curtis Axel appeared on the Tron and did his best, worst Hulk Hogan impersonation promo, 
complete with “brothers” and “dudes”. Axel wanted a US title shot at WrestleMania and said he would 
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beat Rusev on Raw to get one. Cameron, Eva Marie & Summer Rae were involved in a ghastly pre-
tape; they bickered about wanting a chance. Progression for women’s wrestling this most certainly was 
not. 

Avoid this show like the Plague, unless you want to be afflicted by the Black Death that is the WWE’s 
mid-card. 

Next Week's Issue

The March 15th issue begins our coverage of the 2015 New Japan Cup, as well as our continued look at 
the Road to WrestleMania, ratings, your free as in freedom pro-wrestling podcasting solution, and 
much more!

Contact:

Subscribe Via Email: www.cubedcirclewrestling.com/subscribe-via-email

General Questions/Feedback/Suggestions: ryan@cubedcirclewrestling.com

Ben Carass’s Twitter: @BenCarass

Bryan Rose’ Twitter: @br26

Ryan Clingman’s Twitter : @RyanClingman
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